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Abstract 
This project is investigating lexical knowledge by mapping out 
the associative structures that exist for Japanese words.  More 
specifically, the project is (1) constructing a large-scale 
database of Japanese word associations, by conducting free 
word association surveys with native speakers, (2) utilizing the 
association database to create lexical association network 
maps as a means of capturing patterns of association, and (3) 
exploring applications of the Japanese word association 
database and the lexical association network maps in the areas 
of cognitive science, lexicography and Japanese language 
instruction. 

1. Introduction 
Echoed in Firth’s remarks about a word’s company [1], in 
Church and Hank’s idea of mutual information [2], and in 
Cantos and Sánchez’s concept of lexical constellations [3], as 
well as in Hirst’s comparison of lexicons and practical 
ontologies [4] is the simple yet extremely significant notion 
that the rich networks of associations that exist between 
words mirror in important ways the structured relations that 
exist between concepts, because association is a basic 
mechanism of human cognition [5][6].  In a similar vein, a 
number of recent studies provide some instructive examples 
of utilizing word association normative data to explore the 
structures embedded within lexical knowledge and to gain 
valuable insights into human cognition.  These studies draw 
on the largest database of word associations for American 
English [7].  For example, Nelson and McEvoy have shown 
that the associative structures of known words effect memory 
performance [8].  Similarly, Steyvers, Shiffrin, and Nelson 
found that measures derived from a semantic space based on 
word associations were more predictive of episodic memory 
performance than LSA-based measures [9].  While Steyvers 
and Tenenbaum’s analyses of semantic networks based on 
word associations, WordNet and Roget’s thesaurus showed 
that they all shared common characteristics [10]. 

This paper briefly reports on the mapping word 
knowledge for basic Japanese vocabulary project, which is 
investigating the nature of lexical knowledge in Japanese 
[11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18].  After outlining the on-
going construction of a large-scale database of Japanese word 
associations, through two conducted questionnaire surveys 
and the development of a web-based survey in Section 2, 
Section 3 touches on the development of lexical association 
network maps and highlights some interesting applications of 
the database and the maps in the areas of cognitive science, 
particularly mental lexicon research, as well as lexicography 
and Japanese language instruction. 

2. Constructing the word association database 
The mapping Japanese word knowledge project is seeking to 
create a database of Japanese word associations which will be 
large-scale both in terms of the number of words that are 
surveyed and the number of word association responses 
collected for each corpus word in the database.  This section 
notes the compilation of an initial survey corpus of basic 
Japanese vocabulary, describes the first collections of word 
association responses through two conducted questionnaire 
surveys, and outlines plans for the future development of the 
database. 

2.1. Initial survey corpus of basic Japanese vocabulary 

The first task in constructing the large-scale database of 
Japanese word associations was to compile an initial corpus 
of basic Japanese vocabulary for which word association 
would be elicited in free word association surveys.  To that 
aim, three reference sources [19][20][21] of basic vocabulary 
for Japanese language instruction were consulted and through 
a process of identifying common items, an initial survey 
corpus of 5,000 kanji and words was created. 

In order to be able to automatically generate respondent 
lists in the future, while minimizing intra-list associations as 
far as practically possible, the corpus was also coded with 
various kinds of information.  The kinds of information 
included pronunciation transcriptions in hiragana, 
orthographic-form codes (i.e., single kanji, multi-kanji, and 
mixed kanji-kana words), and component kanji codes (kuten 
codes), as well as semantic category codes, based on the 
National Institute for Japanese Language’s recently revised 
semantic classification [22].  As a further measure, ID codes 
for collected word responses will also be added as feedback 
data. 

2.2. Questionnaire surveys 

The first collection of word association data was carried out 
through two large traditional pen-and-paper questionnaire 
surveys, which differed in terms of scale and coverage of the 
survey corpus.  The aim of the first survey was to collect up to 
50 word association responses for a random sample of 2,000 
items, while the aim of the second survey was to collect ten 
responses for the remaining 3,000 items in the corpus.  The 
responses from the more focused first survey will later be 
used to examine issues of the consistency and reliability when 
collecting data using different formats, while the response 
from both surveys will be extremely important as an 
additional feedback control on the automatic generation of 
respondent lists in the future. 
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Figure 1: The associate set for 冬 ‘winter’. 
 

2.2.1. Method 

Participants: Native Japanese university students (N = 1,486; 
934 males and 552 females; average age 19.03, SD = 0.97) 
participated in the two surveys on a volunteer basis. 
Questionnaire sheets: For both surveys, the target items were 
divided into lists of 100 items.  Based on the coded 
information, care was taken to ensure that no pairs of 
homophone words appeared in the same list, and that no kanji 
appeared more than once in a list (either as free morpheme, 
stem, or compound constituent).  The lists were also 
examined by native Japanese graduate students to eliminate 
intra-list associations.  In the case of the first survey, 20 lists 
were prepared in this way, while a total of 36 lists were 
similarly created for the second survey. 

In addition to a cover sheet of instructions, a survey 
questionnaire consisted of 10 pages with 10 items printed per 
page as a centered column of words with underlined blank 
spaces for the association responses (e.g., 本      ).  
The instructions asked the participants to look at each printed 
item and to write down in the blank space the first 
semantically-related Japanese word that comes to mind.  The 
instructions also included some directions relating to aspects 
of the Japanese writing system. 

2.2.2. Results and data coding 

In two traditional paper questionnaire surveys, approximately 
148,600 word association responses for a corpus of 5,000 
basic Japanese kanji and words were collected from 1,486 
native Japanese speakers. 

The word association responses obtained through the 
surveys have been entered into a database and coded for error 
responses.  Blanks that were clearly due to a respondent 
skipping a page or failing to complete a questionnaire are 
treated as non-presented items, but other cases are being 
recorded.  Illegible and nonword responses are also treated as 
non-presented items, but minor writing errors have been 
corrected. 

Through two questionnaire surveys, 2,100 items drawn at 
random from the initial survey corpus were presented to up to 
50 respondents for word association responses.  The 
responses to these items are being processed to form the first 
version of the Japanese word association database, in order to 
make this data publicly available.  A list of the 2,100 items, 

with respondent counts and associate set sizes, is available at 
http://www.valdes.titech.ac.jp/~terry/jwad.html. 

2.3. Future development of the database 

While the data collected through the two surveys represent a 
substantial initial stage in constructing the large-scale 
database, the traditional paper questionnaire format involves 
considerable burdens in terms of preparation and data 
inputting.  Accordingly, the project is also developing a 
computer-based version of the word association survey, with 
the aim of conducting the survey over the Internet to collect 
large-scale quantities of responses for the database. 

The preparation for computer-based and web-based 
versions of the word association has involved the creation of 
two programs.  The first program is a survey list generation 
program that will automatically create a survey list of N items 
(normally, 100 items) from the survey corpus, while running 
checks on the coded information to eliminate intra-list 
associations.  The main bottleneck in developing this was not 
the program itself, but the preparation of the coded 
information for the entire corpus, particularly the semantic 
category codes and the feedback data.  The second program is 
a presentation program to present the items on the computer 
screen one at a time and to save the item and the response as a 
paired set of data.  Data collection with the web-based version 
of the survey is expected to start early in the 2006 academic 
year. 

3. Applications of the database 
After noting how the database can be used to create lexical 
association network maps, this section briefly outlines some 
interesting application in the areas of mental lexicon research, 
as well as Japanese lexicography and language instruction. 

3.1. Lexical association network maps 

A central objective of the mapping lexical knowledge project 
is to utilize the database of Japanese word associations to 
develop lexical association network maps, as a means of 
capturing and highlighting the patterns of associations that 
exist between Japanese words. 

The basic component of the maps is the set of associates 
given in response to a target word and the strengths of those 
associates indicated in terms of response frequency. 
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Figure 2: The associate set for 集める ‘collect, gather’. 
 

Figs. 1 and 2 show the associate sets for the words 冬 
‘winter’ and 集める ‘collect, gather’, respectively.  As Nation 
points out [23], one crucial aspect of lexical knowledge is 
knowing about the words a particular word is associated with.  
Fig. 1 shows that the primary associate of 冬 ‘winter’ is 寒
い・さむい ‘cold’, which accounts for 44% of the responses, 
while the association strengths of other associates are 
comparatively much lower, such as 雪  ‘snow’ (15%), 夏 
‘summer’ (6%) and 冬至 ‘winter solstice’ (6%).  In contrast, 
to the strong association between the adjective 寒い・さむい 
‘cold’ and the noun 冬 ‘winter’, many of the associates of the 
verb 集める ‘gather, collect’, as shown in Fig. 2, have the 
relationship of direct object, such as お金・金  ‘money’ 
(15%), 切手  ‘stamps’ (10%), 人  ‘people’ (8%) and ゴミ 
‘rubbish, trash’ (6%).  However, with the larger set of core 
associates (that is, responses given by more than one 
respondent) for 集める ‘gather’, the frequency of its primary 
associate (お金・金  ‘money’) is much lower than the 
frequency of the primary associate for 冬 ‘winter’. 

The basic associate set is defined by the forward 
association relationship between a target word and its 
associates.  The lexical association network maps will also 
feature backward association both in terms of numbers and 
strengths.  The backward association data is very important 
because association is clearly not a symmetrical feature.  The 
third vital aspect of the lexical association network maps is 
the representation of associate density, that is, the numbers 
and strengths of associations between all the words within a 
particular association set. 

While the lexical association network maps are primarily 
at the single-word level, they can obviously be combined to 
build the kind of global semantic network that Steyvers and 
Tenenbaum [10] created based on word association data and 
compared with a network based on WordNet.  As Steyvers 
and Tenenbaum speculate, the similarities that they observed 
between these networks would seem to be due to pervasive 
and deep features of semantic knowledge. 

3.2. Mental lexicon research 

In a different approach to investigating the organization of 
lexical information within the Japanese mental lexicon, the 
author is also conducting visual word recognition research 
[24][25][17][18].  A series of constituent-morpheme priming 

experiments has provided results that clearly indicate that 
morphology plays an important role in the organization of the 
mental lexicon.  For instance, in experiments that contrasted 
the positional frequency of the verbal constituents in verb + 
complement and complement + verb compound words, a 
reversed pattern of priming was observed in the high 
positional frequency conditions, where the priming from 
verbal constituents was significantly greater than from the 
complement conditions.  The different patterns of priming for 
various word-formation principle conditions across very brief 
prime presentation conditions of 60, 90, 150, and 250 in a 
recent study [17] also suggest that the verbal constituents of 
two-kanji compound words may be more effective in 
activating a morphological family.  However, this line of 
research also needs to address the issue of association effects 
between the prime and target stimuli, and will be able to use 
the Japanese word association database to control for word 
association strengths in further examining the role of 
morphology in the Japanese mental lexicon. 

The lexical association network maps also represent an 
extremely promising approach to developing the semantic 
aspects of the Japanese lemma-unit model [24][25]—a 
connectionist model of the Japanese mental lexicon adopted 
to account for the results from the constituent-morpheme 
priming experiments—by incorporating the lexical 
association network maps within the model. 

3.3. Japanese lexicography and language instruction 

There are also direct Japanese lexicographical and instruction 
applications of the database and the maps [13], which the 
project plans to address in more detail during the 2006 
academic year. 

There are two ways in which the database and the maps 
could be applied to Japanese lexicography.  Firstly, the 
inclusion of core associates, together with phrase patterns 
where appropriate, would enrich the variety of information 
provided in dictionaries.  Similar to the kind of collocation 
data that Terashima and Moriguchi [26] argue is so important 
for learners, incorporating word association would be 
especially useful feature for Japanese learner dictionaries.  
Secondly, the database and the maps could be used to enhance 
electronic dictionaries in supporting user-friendly look-up 
functions [27].  The basic notion is that, although 
conventional form-based entry searching is not possible in the 
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fairly common situation of the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon, 
a user would be able to use available related information to 
search along association connections to locate the target word 
if the lexical association network maps were incorporated 
within the dictionary. 

Turning to the Japanese language instruction applications, 
although memory research has long demonstrated that the 
categorization and semantic organization of stimulus 
materials dramatically influences retrieval performance [28], 
Tinkham [29] has argued that for foreign vocabulary learning, 
because interference effects can occur when simultaneously 
learning sets of L1-L2 word pairs that are semantically-related,  
thematic associations may be more effective.  The effects of 
semantic clustering based on themes and associations have 
been demonstrated in learning Spanish as a second language 
[30], while Tokuhiro [31] has reported effects of using 
‘conceptual map’ as a vocabulary learning technique for 
Japanese.  These studies suggest that the lexical association 
network maps for basic Japanese vocabulary being developed 
within this project can be very helpful in creating effective 
vocabulary strategies for Japanese language instruction. 

In summary, then, this paper has outlined the construction 
and utilization of a large-scale database of Japanese word 
associations. 
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